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Part (A): Grammer

This days, most of colleague’s girls ………………………… by even a short walk.

exhausts exhausting was exhausted were exhausted

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I think, Majid Jalali is a quiet and …………….. coach.

reflect reflection reflective reflectively

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Azerbaijan people has a …………………. Interest to their popular team Tractor.

fanaticize fanatical fanatically fan

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

we tried to discusses the matter calmly and ……………………. .

reason reasoning reasonable reasonably

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

the …………………… of our nuclear scientists in a few years ago are outstanding.

accomplishes accomplishments

accomplishing accomplishable

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I never forget the ………………….. of Olympic 2012 London in all of my life.

inaugurate inaugur inaugural inaugurals

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Bad luck …………………… him throughout his life.

pursue pursuit pursued pursuable

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Athletes should ……………….. courage.

be possessing possessive possession possess

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Part (B): Vocabulary

Order was quickly ………………… after the violence.

reformed restored refunded executed

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He came to ………………….. his country’s efforts for the promotion of sports.

authorize charter symbolize show

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The governing ……………………. Of the football federation is going in approve the plan.

body admiration enterprise members

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One of the consequences of induced aggressiveness is …………………….. .

Victories injuries desires attributes

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It would be foolish to …………………. From a single example.

generalize strictly decision assess

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After the match, the spectators were involved in a …………………. with together.

scalp scuffle aggressive hooliganism

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“a written statement of principles and aims of an organization” is called ……………….. .

motto charter emblem goodwill

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“ a way of doing or thinking about sth such a problem or a task” is called………………. .

approach attribute decision involvement

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The term ................. refers to “ a skill or special ability”.

expert potential

accommodation accomplishment

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The term ………………… refers to “ the act of praising”.

aspiration rewarding glorification blame

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“ A person who is elected to represent the views of a group of people and make decisions for them”

is called………………… .

delegate candidate captain coach

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words is the synonym of “eminence”?

enterprise excellence important expensive

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Part (C): Reading Comprehension

Passage 1

The Olympic movement is recognized around the world by three emblems: the rings, the flag and

motto. The Olympic flag and the rings symbolize the union of the 5 continents and the meeting of

athletes from all over the world at the Olympic Games in a spirit of fair and frank competition and

good friendship, the ideal preached by Baron de Coubertin. The colors of the rings are blue, yellow,

black, green and red, on a white background. At least one of these colors is found in the flag of every

nation of the world.

A motto was also carried on the flag “Citius Altius Fortius”. It was devised by Father Didon, a teacher

and friend of de Coubertin.

These three emblems are the exclusive property of the IOC and cannot be used without its

authorization. One of the duties of NOCs is to see that this rule is enforced. The emblems belong to

the IOC but they unite all who support the Olympic Movement anywhere in the world.

union continent nation country

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which of the following words is closet mean to “preached”in line 3?

motto advertised create innovated

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The pronounce “It” in line 5 is refers to ………….. .

flag  motto emblem father Didon

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the meaning of “Altius”in line 5?

stronger higher faster clever

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to the passage, one of the duties of NOCs is …………………. .

to execute the rule in all of the world.

to see that this rule is enforced.

to devise the emblem of Olympic movement.

unite all who support the Olympic movement anywhere in the world.

25-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Passage 2

Sports- related spectator violence is, however, often more strongly associated with social group than

with the specific nature of the sport itself. Roman gladiation combats were, for example, history’s

most violent sport, but the closely supervised spectators, carefully segregated by social class and

gender, rarely rioted. In modern times, association football is certainly less violent than rugby, but

“soccer hooliganism is a worldwide phenomenon, while spectator violence associated with the more

upper- class but rougher sport of rugby has been minimal. Similarly, crowds at baseball games have

been more unruly than the generally more affluent and better- educated fans of American football,

although football is unquestionably the rougher sport. Efforts of the police to curb sports- related

violence are often counterproductive because the young working –class males responsible for most

of the trouble are frequently hostile to the authorities. Media coverage of disturbances can also act

to exaggerate their importance and to stimulate the crowd behavior simultaneously condemned and

sensationalized, as is violence on the field. The frequent fights between U.S. National Hockey League

players seem to be a consistent feature of sports highlights on television.

What about the passage mainly discuss?

Roman gladiators violence of spectators

crowd behavior soccer hooliganism

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

According to the passage, hooliganism in which of sport is a worldwide phenomenon?

rugby baseball

soccer American football

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following words has closet mean to “highlight” in last line?

center of interest fanatical

amazing lighter

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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According to the passage, which of the following statements is true?

coverage of disturbances by media can stimulate the crowd.

In modern times, violent in rugby has been prominent.

the young working – class female is responsible for most of the truble.

crowds at baseball games have been more rurly than fans of American football.

29-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The word “segregated” in line 3 has closet mean to ………………. .

discovered separated differentiated diagnosed

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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